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Strong flames…silent and sensuous…hypnotic and
heart-warming. The perfect Danish Modern hearth
insert was designed to stir the imagination while
soothing the soul. The H530 Insert transforms an
ordinary, heat-stealing open fireplace into a highly
efficient, natural heating source that serves as an
irresistible gathering place for family and friends.
And since the H530 is EPA certified you can rest
assured that your use of renewable wood fuel will
burn cleanly and efficiently for years to come.
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The sophisticated new landscape shape measures
28” wide, 21” high, and 20” deep. It offers both
radiant and natural convection heat -- something
you cannot get with an open hearth, and it quickly
cozies up the living space. It has a large full-sized
fire box so there is plenty of room for standard
length logs. The H530 fireplace insert is easily
installed in the open hearth and can be adapted to
fit any existing space in the wall. There are
optional matching steel surrounds available in a
variety of sizes.
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The thermal “air wash” system constantly self-cleans
the clear glass fire door to keep it practically sootfree. The recessed “cool” door handle is nearly
invisible, yet it has finger-tip control for ease of
opening and closing.
Higher fuel efficiency, higher combustion temperatures, and lower atmospheric emissions make burning wood a “green” thing and an environmentally
responsible addition to your home.

Technical Specifications
Material
Color
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The H530 is available in gray or matte black steel.
Safety tested and approved to UL 1482 standards
in the U.S. and ULC S628-M93 in Canada.

Heat output range
Approx. heating area
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Flue size
Venting

Steel

Black or Gray

14-30kBTU

4-9kW

600-1,500ft2
6”

15cm
Top or Back

210lb

95kg

Dimensions: h/w/d

21/28/20”

53/70/50cm

Firebox: h/w/d

14/24/12”

35/60/30cm

Weight

